
CANDIDATE FOR THE NASSAU SUFFOLK REGION’S 64TH GIZBORIT
Kaitlyn Rosenzweig

VISION STATEMENT:
If elected as your 64th Regional Gizborit, I plan on elevating fundraisers to form unique
and meaningful experiences for every attendee. My goal is to have at least two regional
fundraisers, one in the fall and one in the spring. These fundraisers will not just be
limited to restaurants. For example, we can host walks for change, color war, and virtual
raffles Additionally, another goal I have is to work with the Mazkirim to create an online
shuk store. At the shuk store, you would be able to purchase shuk anytime during the
year, not just at convention. I would also like to create an ISF hype week in which daily
fundraisers occur to support the ISF such as venmo boards, and contests to win BBYO
swag. Especially during the COVID-19 pandemic, it has been hard for many families to
afford to pay for BBYO events. I firmly believe that no member should have to miss out
on a BBYO experience, because they cannot pay for it. Furthermore, I will constantly
promote scholarship availability, making it even more available to the community. I also
want to create individual chapter bank accounts from money spent on meetings, to put
aside for scholarship availability. I will instill bi-monthly calls between all of my
counterparts, to get to know them and their chapter’s needs on a personal level. In
addition, I will remain in constant communication with my co and regional staff. Lastly, I
will embody my position with dignity and pride, serving as a role model for aspiring
members to come.

Tell us about yourself. Why are you running for this position? What makes you a
strong leader? What will you contribute to NSR's success next term?

I am running for your 64th Regional Gizborit because BBYO is my absolute passion.
Additionally, I am specifically passionate about fundraising, shuk, ISF, and raising funds
for the region, contributing to its success. I am a strong leader because I am passionate
through everything I do, have good time management skills, work well with others, and
serve as a role model. Additionally, I speak well in front of crowds and work to spread
positivity in everything that I do. I will contribute to NSR's success next term by elevating
fundraising to form unique and meaningful experiences for everyone attending, creating
more shuk experiences throughout the year, and educating the region on ISF.


